LA EXCELLENCE - IAS MENTORSHIP PROGRAM TEST – 2

1) Economic and cultural differences breed casteism and the removal of these differences and
economic disparities will enable us to remove the caste system and casteism. In the light of
above statement identify the reasons for growth of significance of caste in Indian society, its
consequences and suggest measures to tackle it. Give necessary examples.
2) The rise of powerful class of manufacturers after industrial revolution in Britain had a
significant impact on Indian Administration and policies – elaborate
3) The commercial policy of East India Company is significantly changed after 1813. Identify
the reasons and differentiate the policy before and after 1813.
4) No time in history a single person was responsible for a mighty revolution , except Russian
revolution" Discuss the role of Lenin in Russian revolution
5) Formation of Yugoslavia could only offer a temporary respite to eastern question. Analyze ---Eastern Europe in news ,world war 1 100 years
6) Nazism in Germany is nothing but the extension of German Tradition and the Prussian
militarism” Evaluate?
7) “It is the irony of the history that a small island in ruling over a continent” Analyze with
respect to American revolution
8) “Vienna Congress of 1815 is just a meeting of victors to divide the spoil of the conquered”
Evaluate?
9) Out of several factors responsible for First World War, the Eastern Question was the most
puzzling one. Explain
10) The Bosnian Crisis formed a link in the chain of events that led to the World
war I "
Analyse?
11) "History repeats by itself " Analyse with respect to Crimea
12) Clash of personalities always exist in our political history. Emergency is a worst culmination
of this. Do you think so?Analyse
13) Indian constitution reflects at every juncture the ideal – unity in diversity – Discuss
14) India shall act North east before act east. Critically analyse.
15) Paintings during Mughal period took a different turn and discuss their uniqueness and how
they are influencing the art today.
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